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Versapay, a leading provider of cloud-based AR automation and integrated
payments solutions, helps transform accounts receivable by connecting AR
departments with customers over the cloud to drive efficiency and accelerate
cash flow. Based in Toronto with offices in Atlanta, Cleveland, Baltimore, Los
Angeles, and Las Vegas, Versapay is owned by Great Hill Partners, a
Boston-based technology investment firm.
"I enjoy the work that I do at Versapay because we are leading change in the way
AR departments work with their customers to improve processes and solidify
relationships across the buyer/supplier exchange. I am also grateful to be part of a
fast-paced work environment with a lot of freedom to drive innovation and think
more creatively. Together we are building a great and empowering culture" said
Meredith A. Mitchell, Senior Product Manager, Versapay.
In 2020 ChargeLogic merged with Versapay to further strengthen market-leading
integrated payment offerings for Microsoft Dynamics 365. The Versapay
ChargeLogic payment solution delivers a secure and straightforward way for
companies to accept payments and manage all their data in one place. It has
earned a reputation as a robust and secure digital payment solution for Microsoft
Dynamics 365 Business Central/NAV. When it was time to expand Versapay's
ERP payments portfolio to include Dynamics 365 Finance and Supply Chain
Management, they looked for a partner to accelerate the pace.
”One of the things that sets Versapay apart from its competition is the tight
integrations with ERP systems. Therefore this project to expand our embedded
ERP payments options was so important to the organization” said Jonathan
Cooper, VP of Engineering at Versapay.
Knowing that their customers expect the best, it was with great consideration
that Versapay chose 1ClickFactory to reproduce their Business Central
application for Dynamics 365 Finance and Supply Chain Management. The new
payments solution is now available on AppSource.

Jonathan Cooper, VP of Engineering, Versapay

HOW DID VERSAPAY EVALUATE WORKING WITH
1CLICKFACTORY?
Delivery speed. .SREXLER'SSTIVIQTLEWM^IWXLEX“although the project had a very tight
HIEHPMRI 'PMGO*EGXSV]ƅW JSGYW SR KIXXMRK XLI QMRMQYQ ZMEFPI TVSHYGX XS XLI QEVOIX [EW
extremely impressive. We were pleasantly surprised by the speed with which it came together!
Communication and Project Management. 1IVIHMXL%1MXGLIPPHIWGVMFIWGSQQYRMGEXMSR
and project management as “great, clear, with everything extremely well documented. We
always knew where we were in the project, and how many hours we had left. There was
minimal management work on our side to make sure that the project was moving along.”
Quality. -R1IVIHMXL%1MXGLIPPƅW[SVHW:IVWETE][EW “constantly impressed by how much
[SVOXLI'PMGO*EGXSV]XIEQ[EWKIXXMRKHSRIERHXLITVSGIWWXLI]YWIH[LMPI [SVOMRK-R
the status calls held every Monday morning, there was rarely any bad news. It was one of
those rare projects that always had an overall green light status. These calls got our weeks
off to a great start just by hearing the progress that the team was making and that things
[IVISRXVEGO;IƅZIIRNS]IHFIMRKETEVXSJXLMWTVSNIGXƉ Ɓ1IVIHMXL%1MXGLIPP

PROJECT ESTIMATION EXCEEDED VERSAPAY 7
EXPECTATIONS
2S QEXXIV XLI WM^I SV FYHKIX IWXMQEXMRKE TVSNIGX MW ER IWWIRXMEPXEWO )ZIV] FYWMRIWW
[ERXWXSORS[LS[QYGLMX[MPPGSWXERHLS[PSRKMX[MPPXEOI-RXLMWTVSNIGX'PMGO*EGXSV]ƅW
IWXMQEXIWYVTVMWIH:IVWETE][MXLMXWI\XVIQIEGGYVEG] “We think that especially for a large
project like this, one of the concerns that we always have is that the estimate is going to be
[E]SJJ,S[IZIVMRXLMWGEWIMX[EWWSEGGYVEXIERH[IGSYPHRƅXFILETTMIVEFSYXMXƉ shares
.SREXLER'SSTIV
8LI WSPYXMSR [EW YTPSEHIH JSV 1MGVSWSJX ZEPMHEXMSR X[S HE]W FIJSVI XLI HIEHPMRI
TVSZMRKXS:IVWETE]LS[QYGLXLI'PMGO*EGXSV](]REQMGW*MRERGI 7YTTP]'LEMR
Management team devoted themselves to this project, and did everything as quickly and
IƾGMIRXP]EWTSWWMFPI

WHAT BENEFITS DID VERSAPAY EXPERIENCE
WHILE WORKING WITH 1CLICKFACTORY?
%GGSVHMRKXS1IVIHMXL%1MXGLIPPXLI][IVIQSWXMQTVIWWIH[MXLXLI'PMGO*EGXSV]XIEQ
being “very capable, well-organized, smart, friendly, and easy to work with. Every one of them
GERFIGEPPIHEREPPWXEVƉ'PMGO*EGXSV]ƅWORS[PIHKIERHVIWSYVGIW[IVIYWIHTIVJIGXP]XS
exceed the expectations set for every stage of the project.
Meredith also added that they ƈ[SYPHLMKLP]VIGSQQIRH'PMGO*EGXSV]XSSXLIVW8LITVSNIGX
was extremely well-managed and delivered on time and in good quality. It was a huge project,
and you would rarely get through a project like this without, frankly, more hiccups or issues
XLEX[IHMHRƅXVYRMRXSƉ
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Partners, click here to watch the video that presents them all!
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